APPLICATIONS - DEPENDENCE ASPECTS
from all undesirable fixations (whether of hatred or of love),
brothers and sisters have at least as good reasons for being
permanently helpful and agreeable to one another as have
friends who have been intimate with one another in the course
of school, college, social or professional life. Still closer perhaps
in some ways are the bonds that may permanently unite
parents and children. The long period through which they have
been bound to one another by ties that are biologically
justifiable and necessary would seem to produce a psychological
effect that inevitably tends to persist in some degree throughout
the remainder of life. The relations of child to parent and of
parent to child are so fundamental to all human existence and
human intercourse, that most, if not all, of our mental life, in
so far as it has reference to our fellow creatures, is to some
extent reminiscent of them, or affected by them. We can never
root out from our mind the tendencies connected with this
most intimate and essential of human connections; and this
being so, it would only be in accordance with the most
fundamental promptings of our nature to permit a certain
proportion of the energy involved in these tendencies to
continue to flow in its original direction.
This is not to say however that the manifestations of this But the rela-
energy will not undergo considerable alteration as time passes. tio^se^t>^a
As children grow  up  and parents grow  older,  the former children must
increase,  the latter decrease in natural strength and ability of      ^found
mind and body. In course of time therefore the attitude which   modification
parents and  children naturally and reasonably adopt towards **time P888^
each other must gradually change to suit the varying conditions.
At first children are dependent on the guidance and protection
of their parents, who must make the necessary efforts to help
and rear their offspring. Later on this differentiated relationship
should give place to one in which parents and children are
on equal terms. Finally, the original relationships may become
to some extent reversed and, if parents and children are still
within reach of one another,  the former may come to look to
the latter for some return of that help and protection that they
themselves had previously afforded.
In this last situation,  we see a form of the relationship, The  care   of
which  appears  to be peculiar to human society. Throughout
the animal world and even in many primitive human communities
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